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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
John Rene Plaut has contributed to the dictionary with 11532 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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¡de maravillas!
WONDERFUL! Advervial interjection denoting approval and joy.

¡el descueve!
THE UNCUEVE! In Chile colloquially : Fantastic! That's nice! Interjection denoting joy and approval

¡el desraje!
The shedding! Colloquially, exclamation that denotes full acceptance and joy.  Wonderful, bacan, great

¡eso es!
THAT'S IT! interjection denoting approval or recognition.  It corresponds to a Spanishization of the famous Eureka! of
Archimedes, when in his bathtub he discovers archimedes' Principle, in which the thrust (force) is equivalent to the
weight of the liquid dislodged by the submerging body. 

¡estupendo!
Great! Interjection denoting approval and joy.

¡exacto!
Exactly! interjection of confirmation, in full accordance with what has been stated above by another person. 

¡excelente!
Excellent!  Great, wonderful, extraordinary

¡éjale!
Get him out! exclamation of surprise in the face of an unexpected and annoying situation

¡fenomenal!
Phenomenal! Interjection indicating extreme joy or joy

¡genial!
That's great! Wonderful, great, sensational, extraordinary

¡guájale!
GUIDE HIM! interjection or exclamation that denotes displeasure, disgust, rejection.

¡hum!
Hum! Interjection of doubt, disbelief.  Also use it to express irony regarding something said by the interlocutor: - I am the
best pilot in the world.  - Hum!

¡humm!
Hum! Interjection of doubt, disbelief.  Use it is also a sarcasm to express irony regarding something said by the



interlocutor: - I am the best pilot in the world.  - Humm!

¡joder!
Fuck! Interjection.  Very Spanish expression that is used to indicate that they are stopped disturbing, or that something
is unacceptable, intolerable, annoying, outrageous.

¡la raja!
THE RAJA! Interjection or exclamation that denotes acceptance, enthusiasm and great joy.

¡maravilloso!
Wonderful! Interjection denoting approval and joy.

¡mierda!
Shit! Interjection that has both positive and negative connotation depending on the context in which it is used.  If you tell
an artist, performer or composer, before a function is synonymous with wishing you luck.  It comes from the eighteenth
century when the audience attended the opera in floats that, when stopped in front of the theater, left the bostas on the
pavement.  The more bostas the larger the audience attended and the greater the success of the play.  It is customary
to say in French to this day.  When it is said in a moment of anger, the outrage or anger of the one who expresses it
stands out.  .

¡miérchica!
Myrchica! typical exclamation that was commonly used when children were nearby and one squashed a finger with the
hammer or burned with something hot or fire.  It's said in re-trailer of the most eloquent, but vulgar, expression! , you
snout! Or whores! or, just, oh! 

¡ole!
Ole! Excretion of approval and enthusiasm, preferably used in bullfighting sand, and also in the stadium when one team
is dancing to another. 

¡olé!
Olé! exclamation of jubilation and encouragement used in Spain, especially in bullrings, but sometimes also in football
stadiums, when one team openly dominates the other

¡por la cresta!
BY THE CREST! exclamation of displeasure, disgust. 

¡portentoso!
Portentous! Exclamation of astonishment and joy.  That's great!  Great! Wonderful! Cool!

¡putas!
Whores! Interjection denoting discomfort, frustration, displeasure, to varying degrees depending on the force with which
it is expressed.  In a very exceptional case it could be said as an insult against several women together, in that the term
would be used with their usual meaning, but only in an instance of recrimination, as it would be to say " They are
whores!



¡qué bueno!
That's nice! Interjection denoting satisfaction, conformity, moderate joy

¡qué cueva!
WHAT A CAVE! how lucky! , good luck!

¡rayos!
shoot! exclamation point denoting surprise, generally negative. 

¡reputas!
YOU'RE REPUTABLE! exclamation of surprise and displeasure

¡silencio!
Silence! Order to stay quiet and make no noise.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be shut up!

¡uy! pene
Uy! curious penis expression that should be contextualized.  Without further information! is an interjection of surprise or
facing a surprise problem.  the word penis, the male member of a man or an animal, immediately below makes you
assume that the surprise is due to two possible causes 1, the vision of a penis 2.  the vision of the word penis. 
Grammatically analyzed, the phrase must have been, in both cases: wow! or what a penis! A penis! but the meaning is
equally clearly explained in both cases.  .

¡vaya piedras!
What stones! In Spain : exclamation to denote something that is very hard or that resembles the hardness of the stones.

¡viva!
Live! exclamation of joy

´politely
POLITELY from English 'polite', courteous, attentive, well educated; courteously, attentively


